~The Northman Menu~
Larger

Cheese
Served with apple butter & baguette

Camembert au Calvado’s – 5.5
Capra Goat w/ Honey – 3.5
Gouda Truffled - 7
Barbers Cheddar – 3.5
Gruyere – 3.5
Rebollin Fusion de Sidre
Rebollin Queso Pimenton
French Roquefort Societe – 4.5
Red Barn Cupola - 5
Kenny’s Kentucky Moon – 5

Pub Salad - 12
Lolla Rossa, bacon lardon, Roquefort cheese, 146.9 egg
pickled beets, cucumber, celery, sherry vinaigrette

Fish & Chips - 18
malt cured cod, cider batter, fried parsley, chicken salt,
spicy bribiche, malt mist

Hand Cut Chitarra Noodles - 15

Meat
Chicken Liver Pate – 9 / Porchetta di Testa –7
pickles, baguette, applestard

Jalfrezi Curry - 16
chicken fat confit chicken, charred scallion & shitake,
pickled cauliflower, scallions, smokey, crispy chicken skin

black garlic, pretzel

Shares & Smalls
Ploughmans Platter – 13 / 23
chicken liver pate, Kenny’s Kentucky Moon, smoked
porchetta, Cremenelli wild boar salami, pickles, baquette,
pickled egg, applestard

Maine Mussels on the Half shell - 9
Seattle Cider, shallot, chervil, celeriac,
apple, chive, beurre blanc, crispy potato

Welsh rarebit - 8
Barber’s cheddar, chile, worchestershire miche toast

The Chips - 6

Roasted Goat, crencenza, fine herbs, charred carrot,
pickled Mexican vegetables

Dö̈ner Kabob - 10
Roasted Beef, chicken, and lamb spit, served spicy or
regular, marinated tomato, cucumber, wild lemon, crispy
rice, yogurt, pita

Wild Mushrooms & Lentils - 17
black beluga lentils, pickled fennel & shallot, celery vin
blanc, whipped cider cream

The Melt - 13
griddled patty, dark onions, garlic aioli butterkase, potato
roll, chips, curried ketchup

Grilled Hangar Steak - 19
Baker Miller Grits, pan fried sunchoke & shallot, charred
scallion aioli, parsley

black garlic aioli, curried ketchup, fine herbs, malt mist

Daily Pasties – 6
Homemade Hand Pies

Final

beef or sunchoke & gouda

Maple Glazed Cider Donuts - 8
Kale & Arugula Salad - 10
golden raisin, crunchy walnuts, pickled red onion, shaved
smoked cheese, pretzel croutons, dijon apple vinaigrette

Normandy Style French Onion - 9

brown butter ice cream, pecan crumble

Dark Chocolate Cremeux - 9
citrus pudding, pistachio crumble, sorghum ice cream

chicken stock, Thatchers cider, gruyere,
fresh herbs, garlic crouton crust

Wild Burgundy Escargot - 14
bacon & snail ragu, beef demi, leek swede
strudel, fine herbs, parsley

Fabada - 14
morcilla, butter beans, chorizo, bacon, herbs,
grilled sourdough

Please notify your server or bartender of any allergies or
dietary restrictions.

~Cocktails~
10
Sauganash
Eric Bordelet Nouvelle Vague, Buffalo Trace,
Miro Vermut Rojo, Herb de Provence Syrup, Angostura Bitters

Pryor’s Red
The Northman House Cider, Gamle Ode Dill Aquavit, Sombra Mezcal, Beet Shrub

Beauty of Kent
Seattle Cider Co. Cold Brew Cider, El Dorado 5yr, Averna, Chocolate Bitters, Egg White

Apple on the Vine
Uncle John’s Cherry Cider, North Shore Private Reserve Aquavit, Cinnamon Syrup, Lemon Juice, Cherry Bitters

Strawberry Fields
Pacific Coast Strawberry Cider, Rhine Hall Apple Brandy, Lemon Juice, Simple Syrup

Ginger Snap
Vander Mill Ginger Peach Cider, FEW Bourbon, Ginger Syrup, Peach Bitters

The Flemming
Chateau de Breuil La Pommiere Selection, Hayman's Old Tom, Cocchi Americano

Sidra Sangria
Spanish Sidra, Top Note Bitter Lemon, Soda
Glass - 8 Carafe - 23

~Non-Alcoholic~
Cocktails
6
Winter Blush
Seedling Apple Syrup, Beet Shrub, Fee Brothers Orange Bitters, Soda

Queen Anne
Top Note Bitter Lemon Tonic, Herb de Provence Syrup, Soda

~
~Bottled Cider by the Glass~
United States
Bonny Doon Querry - 8 glass / 30 bottle
Semi-dry - Santa Cruz – 6.9%ABV – 6oz/750ml
Unique blend of fermented apple, pear & quince fruit, which is also a member of the pomme fruit category,
from acclaimed wine maker Randall Graham.

Canada
Sea Cider Prohibition - 12 glass / 45 bottle
Semi-sweet - Sannichtan, British Columbia - 12%ABV – 6oz/750ml
High-ABV offering from this highly decorated cider maker outside of Vancouver. Heirloom apples such as
Winter Banana & Winesap are hand pressed using the traditional rack & cloth press, slow fermented and
aged in Bourbon barrels for 6 months.

Sea Cider Kings & Spies - 12 glass / 45 bottle
Semi-dry – Sannightan, British Columbia –
8%ABV - 6oz/750ml
Crafted from King Apples, Northern Spies, and many others from Vancouver Island. Delicate floral and
herbaceous notes dance on light effervescence, this is a a cider fit for royals or rogues!

France
Eric Bordelet Nouvelle Vague - 9 glass
Semi-sweet - Petillant - 6%ABV - 8oz
Copper hues preview the deep, rich flavors of honey & baked apple with classic French fruit bitterness.

Cidrerie Daufresne Poire - 7 glass / 25 bottle
Semi-sweet - Normandy - 4%ABV -6oz/750ml
Exotic aromas of tropical fruit, giving way to melon & warm buttery notes that are signature elements of
French poire. Clean sweetness, balanced with acidity. Lovely.

E. Dupont Aigre Doux - 7
Sour - Normandy – 2.1 %ABV - 2oz
A sessionable vinegar. Yeah, you heard right. Drink this vinegar & enjoy almost as a "Shrub."

~Ice Cider~
Eden Heirloom Ice Cider - 10
Sweet - Newport - 10%ABV - 2oz cordial
2014 Best of Show winner from Great Lakes Cider Competition. Full bodied sweetness, balanced acidity &
natural fruit tannin combines for an incredible after dinner drinking experience.

Tieton Cider Works Frost - 8
Sweet - Yakima - 11%ABV - 2oz
This ice cider makes an excellent after dinner treat.

Neige Ice Cider, - 12
Sweet - Hemingford - 11%ABV - 2oz
Ice Cider was born in Canada with the help of François Pouliot at his cidery, La Face Cachée de la Pomme
(The Hidden Face of the Apple). Freezing temperatures concentrates the fruit, which happily increases the
alcohol by volume (without additional sugars). When we find the hidden face of the apple, we kiss it and
smile.

-Cider in the Bottle & Can-

Vander Mill Apple 7
Semi-dry - Spring Lake - 6.9%ABV - 16oz

United States

A great way to introduce your friends to cider who tell you
they are skeptical of cider. Balanced and restrained, this is
the can that put cider on the map in Chicago.

Michigan
J.K. Scrumpy Michigan Organic - 8
Sweet - Flushing - 6.5%ABV - 16oz
This unfiltered, cloudy drink keeps the sweetness of the
apple front & center. While not a proper English
"scrumpy" cider (if there is such a thing), it delivers pure
refreshment.

Left Foot Charley Cinnamon Girl - 15
Semi-sweet - Traverse City - 5.2%ABV - 500ml
Strong cinnamon makes this a rocking example from one
of the finest wine makers in Michigan. As Neil Young
sang, "I wanna live with my Cinnamon Girl!!"

Left Foot Charley Henry Pippin - 15
Semi-dry- Traverse City - 6.5%ABV - 500ml
An ever-changing blend of heirloom fruit from across
Michigan. such as Jonathan, Winesap, Baldwin, Northern
Spy, Arkansas Black & Hubbardston Nonesuch.

Lehman Orchards Johnny Apple - 6
Semi-sweet - Niles - 6.8%ABV - 12oz
Ripe apple skins & tart flesh. Memories of orchards in
youth.

Sietsema Orchards Slightly Sweet - 7
Semi-dry - Ada - 6.9%ABV - 16oz
Really not that sweet at all, this cider is baked apple
wafting across a grassy field; an American farmhouse
style cider.

Uncle John's Apple - 7
Semi-dry - St. John's - 6.8%ABV - 16oz
Tart cider that expresses itself like Prosecco made from
apples grown steps from apples grown in Michigan. The
same family has been tending the orchard for over 100
years.

Uncle John's Cherry - 7
Semi-sweet - St. John's - 6.8%ABV - 16oz
A slightly sweeter offering with only a light touch of
cherry that drinks light and easy.

Uncle John's Blueberry - 7
Semi-sweet - St. John's - 6.8% ABV - 16oz
Not only do they grow apples, they grow their own
blueberries to make this extremely fruity cider.

Uncle John's Cranberry - 7
Semi-dry - St. John's - 6.8%ABV - 16oz
The seasonal offering from this 5th generation apple
grower and cider maker, cranberries impart tannin, while
the heirloom apples provide solid acidity.

Vander Mill Totally Roasted - 7
Semi-sweet - Spring Lake - 6.9%ABV 16oz
Totally amazing. House roasted cinnamon pecans are
added for a nutty bitterness & spicy sweetness. This is the
same creative spirit that has driven craft beer.

Vander Mill Ginger Peach - 7
Semi-sweet - Spring Lake - 6.9%ABV - 16oz
Strong ginger and stone fruit combine for a bold cider.
Spicy refreshment.

Vander Mill Besieged Cyser - 28
Sweet - Spring Lake - 8.5%ABV - 750ml
Vander Mill Cider fortified with honey for additional
alcohol and body, then aged in Revolution Straightjacket
barleywine barrels that used to house Woodford Reserve.

Virtue Gold Rush - 25
Semi-Dry - Fennville - 6.8%ABV - 500ml
A collaborative project with Tom Oliver, this funky
English offering was done the traditional wild way in
barrels, and then underwent a second fermentation using
lambic yeast. Bold and utterly unique.

Illinois
Prima Most - 24
Dry - Long Grove - 6.5%ABV - 750ml
This cork and cage bottle displays all of the skill and
heritage from this family of cider makers right here in
Illinois. Presented in a German “Most” style of cider, the
bold acidity of the Midwestern heirloom fruit makes this
an excellent food accompaniment.

Wisconsin
AppleTreow Perry - 30
Semi-sweet - Burlington - 8%ABV - 750ml
Cider Maker Charles McGonegal is an indispensable part
of the mid-western cider scene. A real chemist, he
understands what the apple is and helps it become what it
wants to be. Or in this case, pears. Real. Intense. Flavor.

Massachusetts
Bantam Americain - 6
Semi-sweet - Somerville - 5.2%ABV - 12oz
Cloudy cider blended with Persian spices that have now
come to define apple pie in America (cinnamon, etc.).
Slightly sweet. Bold flavor.

Bantam Wunderkind - 6
Semi-sweet - Somerville - 6%ABV - 12oz
The original offering from Bantam, fruit forward with
clean fermentation and blended with flower blossom
honey. Modern. American. Cider.

West County Redfield - 28
Dry - Colrain - 6.7%ABV - 750ml
A true red-fleshed apple cider (where the inside flesh of
the fruit is red, not white) from a respected grower in the
American cider landscape, Field Maloney (yes, that is his
real name).

New York

California

Original Sin Extra Dry - 7
Dry - New York - 5.5%ABV - 16oz

Bonny Doon Querry - 8 glass (6oz) / 30 bottle
Semi-dry - Santa Cruz - 6.9%ABV - 750ml

The first canned cider from pioneering cider man Gidon
Coll, made from 100% fresh pressed NY State apples.

Unique blend of fermented apple, pear & quince (which is
also a member of the pomme fruit category) from
acclaimed wine maker Randall Graham. Each fruit lends
its signature to combine for an almost tropical explosion
of flavors.

Original Sin Apricot - 6
Sweet - New York - 5%ABV - 12oz
Deep stone fruit permeates throughout this beverage
making it sweet, but not cloying. Fresh and cheeky.

New Hampshire
Farnum Hill Extra Dry - 38
Dry - Lebanon - 7.5%ABV - 750ml
A tannic bite from Steve Wood, the first cider maker in
America to be named a James Beard Semi-finalist. This is a
case study of minerality, one that invites repeated
examinations. Explore with food and delight your friends.

Farnum Hill Summer - 38
Dry - Lebanon - 7.5%ABV - 750ml

Cider Brothers Pacific Coast Strawberry - 7
Semi-sweet - Lodi 6.5%ABV - 16oz
Gold Medal winner in the Fruit Cider category made from
a rich, all natural strawberry juice blended with bright
cider.

Crispin Pear - 5
Sweet - Colfax - 4.5%ABV - 12oz
Made from 100% American pears. Nothing more. Nothing
less. Pretty cool. You could "crush" this, as the kids say.

Crispin Blackberry Pear - 5
Sweet - Colfax - 5%ABV - 12oz

Prominent fruit and keen acid, soft-pedaling the tannic,
earthy notes common to the other Farnum Hill blends.
The fruits are rich & the citrusy notes are strong, with
gentle sweetness in the background. It’s a bit like whiskey
sours, without the alcoholic whack.

Fermented pears made deeper and darker by adding
blackberry juice at the back end. Sweet cider lovers
rejoice.

Vermont

Sonoma Crowbar - 7
Semi-sweet - Healdsburg - 6%ABV - 12oz

Citizen The Full Nelson - 7
Semi-dry - Burlington - 6.9%ABV 16oz
Dry hopped with Nelson Sauvin for a full citrus explosion
throughout this bright, tart cider. Easy drinking for our
beer loving friends.

Citizen Wit's Up - 7
Semi-dry - Burlington - 5.9%ABV - 16oz
Belgian Wit yeast & malolactic cultures, a real craft beer
cross over. Yes, we all know Paul Vander Heide (Vander
Mill) did it first; but he never put it in 16oz cans!

Eden Heirloom Ice Cider - 10
Sweet - Newport - 10%ABV - 2oz cordial
2014 Best of Show winner from Great Lakes Cider
Competition. Full bodied sweetness, balanced acidity &
natural fruit tannin combines for an incredible after dinner
drinking experience.

Eden Sparkling Dry - 20
Dry - Newport - 8.5%ABV - 375ml
2015 Best of Show winner from Great Lakes Cider
Competition. Made from a blend of locally grown apples,
including the famed Kingston Black. Full flavored, tannic and
clean, with balanced acidity.

Shacksbury Classic - 15
Dry - Shoreham - 6%ABV - 500ml
Bold, earthy, lightly sparkling cider made from apples grown
by Sunrise Orchards in Cornwall, Vermont and Dragon
Orchards in Herfordshire, England. These guys are doing
incredibly inventive stuff and pushing to new heights.

Shacksbury Lost and Found - 40
Dry – Shoreham – 6.7%ABV – 750ml
Made from the lost apples of the Chaplain Valley – apples
planted by homesteaders over 100+ years ago! Extra dry,
apples cellar, green apple, caramel, and mineral finish.

Organic apples from California blended with habanero
peppers and lime juice. Manzana madness.

Sonoma Washboard - 7
Sweet - Healdsburg - 5.5%ABV - 12oz
What do you get when you take the flavors of root beer
(real sarsaparilla & vanilla), and add them to apple cider?
Pure nostalgia.

Washington
Finnriver Lavender Black Currant - 17
Sweet - Chimacum - 6.5%ABV - 500ml
There is a light herbal touch, but strong dark fruit flavors
dominate, making this very much like a rich, red wine.
This farm on the Olympic peninsula is inspiring a whole
new generation of cider makers.

Finnriver Habanero - 15
Semi-dry - Chimacum - 6.9%ABV - 500ml
A bright and balanced cider from Washington apples;
delivers spice without overwhelming heat. But still...
beware.

Finnriver Saffron - 17
Semi-dry - Chimacum - 6.5%ABV - 500ml
A blend of fennel, star anise and saffron, one of the most
expensive spices in the world, prized throughout the ages
for its’ delicate sweetness.

Seattle Cider Co. Citrus - 7
Semi-sweet - Seattle - 6.5%ABV - 16oz
Washington apples with tropical breezes coming from
dried orange, grapefruit, lemon peel.

Seattle Cider Co. Dry - 7
Dry - Seattle - 6.5%ABV - 16oz
Crisp cider fermented dry. Need we say more?

Tieton Cider Works Dry - 15
Dry - Yakima - 6.9%ABV - 500ml
Floral & fruity with balanced citrus notes that combine
with green grape skins and a slightly peppery finish.

Tieton Cider Works Wild Washington
Appler- 15
Semi-dry - Yakima - 6.9%ABV - 500ml
Pineapple aroma invites further exploration to taste,
where green apple skin and preserved lemon play
together on the palate. Distinct minerality.

Tieton Cider Works Frost - 8
Sweet - Yakima - 11%ABV - 2oz
This ice cider makes an excellent after dinner treat.

Oregon
Anthem Cherry - 7
Semi-sweet - Salem - 6.9%ABV - 12oz
Cherry up front on this fruit cider. Made in a facility
powered by solar and staffed by hippies. Just kidding
about the hippies (sort of).

Anthem Hops - 7
Semi-sweet - Salem - 6.9%ABV - 12oz
In the NW, bars will typically carry 75% IPA on draft;
they just can't get enough. So, here is one for the hop
heads.

2 Towns OutCider - 6
Semi-dry - Corvalis - 5%ABV - 12oz
Raw, unfiltered cider... just like the wild, untamed
weather of the Pacific Northwest.

2 Towns Serious Scrump - 16
Semi-dry - Corvalis - 11%ABV - 16.9oz
A new category? NW Imperial English Cider. An eclectic
blend of apples pressed, frozen and then slowly thawed.
The result is a thick, aromatic juice that is then cold
fermented with traditional English cider yeast. Serious
fun.

Texas
Argus Ciderkin - 6
Semi-dry - Austin - 4.5%ABV - 12oz
In Colonial America, every farm made cider. After most of
the sugars had been pressed out, they would press the
apples a second time to create a lower alcohol beverage as
a clean water substitute for children. It was called
"ciderkin" and usually came in at 2% ABV; now this stuff
from Texas is a little bit stronger, but for our purposes,
can fill in as a "session" cider.

Argus Ginger Perry - 6
Semi-sweet - Austin - 4.5%ABV - 12oz
Strong carbonation delivers spicy ginger floating on
waves of pears.

EZ Orchards Hawk Haus - 18
Semi-dry - Salem - 6.7%ABV - 500ml

Canada

Pioneering cider maker Kevin Zelinksi carefully grows
apples with cider in mind. He allows wild yeast to
ferment, then bottle conditions resulting in a highly
tannic, utterly beautiful cider.

Neige Bubble - 34
Dry - Hemingford - 7.5%ABV - 750ml

EZ Orchards Semi-Dry, - 18
Semi-dry - Salem - 5.9%ABV - 500ml
Almost like a French cider with really strong tannins, but
crisp and clean without the funk.

EZ Orchards Poire, -18
Semi-dry – Salem - 5.9%ABV - 500ml
Wild yeasts ferment these estate-grown Forelle, Cornice &
Bosc pears. No apples are used in this French style Poire
(Perry).

Wandering Aengus Bloom - 15
Semi-sweet - Salem - 6.9%ABV - 500ml
Blended with honey for a lightly sweet overtone layered
amongst the heirloom apples. One of three Gold Medal
winners from these artisanal West coast cider makers.

Wandering Aengus Wickson - 15
Semi-dry - Salem - 6.9%ABV - 500ml
Most ciders are a blend of a few or few dozen different
varieties. This has just one. Intensely tart.

Wandering Aengus Oaked - 15
Dry - Salem - 6.9%ABV - 500ml
Limited blend of heirloom apples, and then aged in White
Oak barrels for a mild clove bite on the finish.

"Neige" translates literally to "snow;" this is the perfect
balance of sugar & acidity. Gorgeous, effervescent & light
cider, then kissed with Neige Ice Cider.

Neige Ice Cider, - 12
Sweet - Hemingford - 11%ABV - 2oz cordial
Ice Cider was born in Canada with the help of François
Pouliot at his cidery, La Face Cachée de la Pomme (The
Hidden Face of the Apple). Freezing temperatures
concentrates the fruit, which happily increases the alcohol
by volume (without additional sugars). When we find the
hidden face of the apple, we kiss it and smile.

Sea Cider Prohibition - 12 glass / 44 bottle
Semi-sweet - Sannichtan, British Columbia 12%ABV – 6oz/750ml
High-ABV offering from this highly decorated cider
maker outside of Vancouver. Heirloom apples such as
Winter Banana & Winesap are hand pressed using the
traditional rack & cloth press, slow fermented and aged in
Bourbon barrels for 6 months. Don’t want a whole bottle?
Available as a glass pour.

Sea Cider Kings & Spies - 11 glass / 40 bottle
Semi-dry - Sannichtan, British Columbia –
8% ABV - 6oz/750ml
Crafted from King Apples, Northern Spies, and many
others from Vancouver Island. Delicate floral and
herbaceous notes dance on light effervescence. This is a
cider fit for royals or rogues! Don’t want the whole bottle?
Available as a glass pour.

United Kingdom

France

England

Cidrerie Lois Raison Celt Cidre Breton
Traditionnel - 7
Med-dry - Brittany -4.5%ABV - 11.2oz

Aspall Imperial - 15
Semi-sweet - Suffolk - 8.2%ABV 500ml
Flavors of rich caramel & smoky bacon from the oldest
continuously operating cider company in England, since
1728.

Aspall Peronelle's Blush - 12
Sweet - Suffolk - 5.4%ABV - 11.2oz
Blended with blackberry fruit. Sweet, but not cloying.
Don't let the all the history fool you; Aspall makes very
modern cider, emphasizing fruit not funk.

Oliver’s Bitter Sweet Funk - 24
Dry - Herfordshire - 6.9%ABV - 750ml
One of the coolest cats around, Tom Oliver still works as a
tour manager & sound engineer for rockin' bands. But he
also happens to make some killer cider. This one is all
psychedelic leather and smoky sagebrush. James Brown
would approve. Papa's got a brand new bottle. "Make it
funky now!"

Oliver’s Gold Rush - 25
Dry - Herfordshire - 6.7%ABV - 500ml
A collaborative project with Greg Hall of Virtue Cider &
Ryan Burke of Angry Orchard. This barreled beauty
underwent a second fermentation using Lambic yeast.
Bold and beautiful.

Sheppy's Oaked Cider - 12
Med-dry - Somerset - 7.4%ABV - 500ml
Since 1917, Three Bridges Farm has grown apples & made
high quality cider. This one smells of wood and a little
funk, but tastes crisp & clean. After 100 years, they may be
on to something here.

Thatcher's Gold - 6
Med-dry -Somerset - 4.8%ABV - 12oz
The Thatcher family has been making cider in Somerset
over four generations, using apples like Dabinett,
Somerset Redstreak & Porter's Perfection.

Thatcher’s Green Goblin - 6
Med-dry - Somerset - 6%ABV - 12oz
Aged in 100-year-old oak barrels, this is a classic English
cider, kissed with wood resulting in a tannic, medium dry
finish.

Worleys Premium Vintage - 25
Med-dry - Somerset - 6.2% ABV - 500ml
Buttery gold, with spicy, woody aromas. On the palate it's
all about big, furry tannins, a little fruit and farmhouse
funk. Classic Somerset style, rich and satisfying.

Scotland
Thistly Cross Whisky Cask - 12
Semi-sweet - Dunbar - 6.5% ABV - 500ml
Whereas many whiskey ciders feature bourbon barrels,
this uses Scotch barrels, of course! Slight peaty smoke
lingers on the back end.

Poached tart apple starts sweet with notes of honey &
vanilla, but finishes dry with higher tannins and lower
alcohol.

Le Brun de Bretagne Brut Cidre - 20
Dry - Brittany - 5.5%ABV -750ml
Very traditional offering from Brittany (just west of
Normandy) using apples such as Douce Moên, Marie
Ménard, Peau de Chien & Douce Coëtligné. Wild yeast
fermented & bottled methode champanoise, mild acidity
with decent tannin.

Christian Drouin Pays d Auge - 18
Med-dry - Normandy - 4.5%ABV - 375ml
The main apple cider region of France is located in
Normandy, but there is specific region that has been
defined as the Pays d'Auge, which provides an official
appellation status (think of the strict definition applied to
Champagne; this is the cider equivalent).

Christian Drouin Lauriston - 13
Dry - Normandy - 4.5%ABV - 11.2oz
From the Domfront region, this cider is fruit forward and
floral, but perhaps less complex than ciders from the Pays
d'Auge. A nice alternative from the farmyard, but still
very French.

Christian Drouin Poire - 19
Dry - Normandy - 4%ABV - 375ml
Proof that we can continuously be surprised and
delighted, intense bubbles rise and cascade delivering
incredible pear aroma and characteristic butter notes
reminiscent of a fine Chardonnay.

Claque Pepin Cidre Bouche – 25
Med-dry – Normandy – 4.5%ABV – 750ml
Made from traditional bittersweet fruit grown in the
Calvados AOC, just between the Pays d'Auge and the
Domfrontais. This is a harmonious and soft cider that is
still structured with a long finish.

E Dupont Cidre Bouche - 14
Med-dry - Normandy - 5.5% ABV – 375ml
The quintessential example of traditional "keeved" French
cider, which allows the cider to retain some caramel
sweetness from the apple while still fermenting dry.
Apple skins in a freshly baked pie, sitting on the
farmhouse window sill to cool just above a bale of hay.

E. Dupont Triple - 16
Semi-sweet - Normandy - 10%ABV - 300ml
A more intense version of the Bouche, fermented
three times. 1x natural sugars; 2x added sugars (increase
alcohol / fully fermented); 3x in bottle for mousse
carbonation = Triple delight. Where art & mathematics meet.

E. Dupont Aigre Doux - 7
Sour - Normandy – 2.1 %ABV - 2oz
A sessionable vinegar. Yeah, you heard right. Drink this
vinegar & enjoy almost as a "Shrub."

Eric Bordelet Argelette - 40
Dry - Normandy - 5%ABV - 750ml

Lithuania

Nineteen different apple varieties are macerated before
pressing, where fruity & mineral notes combine to
suggest apricot, lemon, honey & mile spices. Tiny
bubbles deliver an intense aroma. Absolute must.

La Colvert Royal Apple - 16
Semi-sweet - - 5.5%ABV - 750ml

Eric Bordelet Nouvelle Vague - 9 glass
Semi-sweet - Petillant - 6%ABV - 8oz glass
Copper hues preview the deep, rich flavors of honey &
baked apple with classic French fruit bitterness.
Available as a glass pour only.

Cidrerie Daufresne Poire - 7 glass / $24
bottle
Semi-sweet - Normandy - 3%ABV - 750ml
Exotic aromas of tropical fruit, giving way to melon &
warm buttery notes that are signature elements of
French poire. Clean sweetness, balanced with acidity.
Lovely.

Manoir de Grandouet Cambremer Cidre
AOP Pays D'Auge - 28
Semi-dry - Normandy - 4%ABV - 750ml
Aromas of cooked fruit and barnyard hay declare the
signature funk. Beautiful, dusty tannins provide a full
mouth feel & slight bitterness. This is a cider that has
been certified by the French government that all of the
apples used come from a specific region.

Spain
Asturias
Trabanco Avalon - 8
Semi-dry - Gijon - 5.5%ABV - 12oz
This cider from Spain's largest cider producer in Asturias
was made for the Anglo-American market. Unlike
traditional sidra, it has been filtered & carbonated. Just a
touch sweeter, it makes sidra sessionable.

Riestra Guzman Brut - 42
Dry - Sariego - 8%ABV - 750ml
Also unlike traditional sidra, this delicately filtered
"New Expression" cider undergoes methode
champanoise and is reminiscent of a fine champagne.
Not quite as sour; more dry (if that is even possible).

Riestra Sidra Natural - 24
Dry - Sour / Still - Sariego - 5%ABV - 750ml

The juiciest of the ciders on the menu, an almost candy
like quality accompanies steady effervescence. Almost all
of the larger format ciders tend to be drier. This is on the
sweet side.

Italy
Maley's Matterhorn, - 30
Semi-dry - Valle d’Aosta - 5.5%ABV - 750ml
Buttery and rich, with Italian funk. Strong tannic
backbone makes for an excellent food pairing.

New Zealand
Moa Kiwi - 22
Semi-sweet - Marlborough - 5.6%ABV - 750ml
This is not some ridiculous alco-pop. Real fresh-pressed
apples fermented in French Oak barrels and blended with
kiwi juice. Not overly sweet, and made mellow with
wood.

~Arriving Soon~
Ireland
Longueville House
(NOT YET AVAILABLE)
Semi dry - Blackwater Valley, Cork - 5%ABV
500ml
The importer is hoping to bring this unique cider to
Chicago soon. Perhaps this Spring?

Germany
Weideman & Groh Cydonia
(NOT YET AVAILABLE)
Semi-dry - Bavaria - 6%ABV - 750ml
Crisp apfelwine blended with native German apples and
20% quince fruit. Distinct minerality, floral aroma and
honeyed body. Waiting for the importer. Not available
until Spring 2016!

A representative offering of traditional Spanish Natural
Cider. Bright, citric flavors redolent of sunshine and
smiles.

Austria

Basque

Goldkettchen - (NOT YET AVAILABLE)
Semi-dry - Vienna - 4.5% ABV - 12oz

Bereziartua Sagardo - 16
Dry - Sour - Still - Astigarraga
5%ABV - 750ml
Another sidra natural, but slightly funkier. Brett
characteristics accompany spicy notes from this father
and son team in the Basque Country. Txotx! Gold Medal
winner at 2015 Great Lakes Cider Competition.

Soft melon notes dance across consistent bubbles
delivering pure and easy refreshment. Full of flavor, yet
nothing to challenge the pallet. Waiting for the next
shipment, not available until Spring 2016!

Australia
Two Metre Tall Huon Farmhouse
(NOT YET AVAILABLE)
Waiting for the next shipment, not available until Spring
2016!

~Beer in the Bottle & Can~
United States
Against the Grain Brown Note - 8
English Brown Ale - KY - .5%ABV – 16oz
A healthy blend of traditional British malts, give this
popular style a semi-sweet, slightly roasted flavor.

Anderson Valley Hwy 128 Session Series - 6
Gose - CA - 4.2%ABV - 12oz
A tart, refreshing wheat ale that is kettle-soured with
lactobacillus and brewed with sea salt and coriander. tangy
citrus notes complement the champagne-like flavors.

Ballast Point (seasonal) Sculpin - 6
American IPA – CA - 7%ABV – 12oz
The Sculpin IPA is bright with aromas of apricot, peach,
mango and lemon.

Begyle Free Bird - 6
American Pale Ale - Chicago - 5.6%ABV - 12oz
A welL-balanced American Pale Ale, showcasing Falconer's
Flight hops. Fresh from our neighbors and friends at Begyle.

Destihl Abbey Single - 5
Belgian-Style Single - IL - 4.9%ABV - 12oz
Crafted like Trappist monks brew for their own daily
consumption. Light bodied and pale in color with pleasant,
fruity esters reminiscent of mid-west heirloom fruit trees.

Half Acre Pony Pils - 7
Pilsner - Chicago - 5.8%ABV - 16oz
A German style pilsner brewed with American heft.

Metropolitan Magnetron - 6
Schwarzbier - Chicago - 5.5%ABV - 12oz
Behold: Schwarzbier, the blackest of lagers. malty, mediumbodied, and gently hopped. rich, but mild and well-balanced.
Expect flavors of bittersweet chocolate and coffee, and a
gorgeous, dry finish.

New Holland Dragon’s Milk - 9
Barrel Aged Imperial Stout - MI1 - 10%ABV–12oz

United Kingdom
Fullers Porter - 6
Porter - England – 5.4%ABV – 12oz
An award-winning example of this English style; smooth
and creamy, with delicious chocolate and coffee flavors.

Samuel Smith Nut Brown Ale – 7
Brown Ale - England - 5%ABV -12oz
Best barley malt, yeast and aromatic hops create a relatively
dry ale with rich nutty colour and palate of beech nuts,
almonds and walnuts.

Samuel Smith Organic Chocolate Stout - 8
Chocolate Stout - England - 5%ABV – 12oz
Gently roasted organic chocolate malt and real organic cocoa
used in this ale impart a delicious, smooth and creamy
character.

Wild Evolver IPA - 12
Brett Fermented IPA - Somerset, England - 5.8% - 12oz
Made in the heart of England’s apple country, it can be
enjoyed fresh, as a normal pale ale, or left to evolve into a
unique and unusual beer. This is not your typical IPA.

Austria
Stiegl Radler - 6
Grapefruit Radler - Salzburg - 2.5%ABV - 16oz
A mix of Stiegl-Goldbräu and fruit juice create a succulent
and fruity taste sensation with a refreshing finish.

Germany
Ayinger Brau Weisse - 8
Hefeweizen - Aying, 5.1%ABV – 500ml
The classic Bavarian unfiltered wheat beer,
golden, fruity, and thirst-quenching.

Belgium
Petrus Aged Pale - 10
Belgian Pale - Bavikhove - 7.3%ABV – 11.2oz
This mother beer is rather sour with a bite like the best
Brut Champagnes.

A stout with roasty malt character intermingled with deep
vanilla tones, all dancing in an oak bath.

Rodenbach Grand Cru - 9
Flemish Sour Ale - Roeselare - 6%ABV – 11.2oz

Spencer Trappist - 8
Belgian Pale - MA - 6.5%ABV – 11.2oz

This is a complex beer with lots of wood and fruity esters.

America's first Trappist beer. a full-bodied, golden-hued
ale with fruity accents, a dry finish and light hop
bitterness.

Temperance Gatecrasher - 6
English style IPA - IL - 6.6%ABV – 12oz
Bountiful aromatic hops and a touch of malt sweetness,
prove there’s more than one way to crash a gate.

Canada
Unibroue Ephemere Apple - 7
White Ale w/Apple - Quebec - 5.5%ABV – 12oz
Delicate balance of fruit and spice, hint of sweetness, hint of
tartness, redolent of Granny Smith Apples.

Glutenburg Gluten Free - 8
Rotating Selection - Montreal - 4.56%ABV – 12oz
100% gluten free – ask your server or tender about our
current selection.

Dupont Foret Organic Saison - 11
Saison – Tourpes - 6.5%ABV - 12oz
Belgium’s first 100% certified organic beer. Brewed from
100% organically cultivated hops and barley and filtered
artisan well water.

St. Feuillien Triple - 9
Triple - Le Roeulx - 8.5%ABV – 11.2oz
Bright and effervescent with leanly malty, fruity, spicy,
yeasty and hoppy lingering taste.

Timmermans Strawberry - 10
Lambic - Dilbeek-Itterbeek - 4%ABV – 11.2oz
Strawberry flavor is not overly sweet - enhanced by a real
feeling of freshness.

Trappistes Rochefort 10 - 14
Quadrupel – Rochefort - 11.3%ABV - 11.2oz
Deeply intriguing and rich with fig, honey and stone fruit.

